An efficient algorithm for the construction of polar codes for higher-order modulation is presented based on information-theoretic principles. The bit reliabilities after successive demapping are estimated using the LM-rate, an achievable rate for mismatched decoding. The successive demapper bit channels are then replaced by binary input Additive White Gaussian Noise (biAWGN) surrogate channels and polar codes are constructed using a Gaussian approximation (GA). This LM-rate Demapper GA (LM-DGA) construction is used to construct polar codes for several demapping strategies proposed in literature. For all considered demappers, the LM-DGA constructed polar codes have the same performance as polar codes constructed by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, but the LM-DGA construction is much faster. For 64-QAM, spectral efficiency 3 bits/s/Hz, and block length 1536 bits, simulation results show that LM-DGA constructed polar codes with cyclic redundancy check and successive cancellation list decoding are 1 dB more power efficient than state-of-the-art AR4JA low-density parity-check codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes were proposed in [1] , [2] and it was shown in [2] that they achieve the capacity of binary input discrete memoryless channels asymptotically in the block length. Polar code construction usually selects the frozen bit positions for successive cancellation decoding (SC). Monte Carlo (MC) construction estimates the quality of the polarized bit channels by extensive simulation [1, Sec. 6.1], [2] and is computationally demanding. An MC construction for the binary input additive white Gaussian noise channel (biAWGN) is discussed in [3] . In [4] , polar codes are constructed using density evolution. Approximate density evolution based on Gaussian approximations (GA) is considered in [3] , [5] , [6] . The authors of [3] , [5] use the ( ) function introduced in [7] while [6] uses the -function [8] with the approximation [9, Eqs. (9), (10) ].
Polar-coded modulation (PCM) was introduced in [10] for constellations with 2 signal points. A successive demapper ('polar demapper') connects binary polar codes to the bit levels of the channel inputs, see Fig. 3 . An MC construction for PCM was considered in [11] . The conventional GA construction can be applied to PCM by replacing the bit levels of the channel inputs by biAWGN surrogate channels (for a review of code design via surrogate channels, see [12, Sec . IV] and references therein). We call this approach the Channel GA (CGA) construction. The authors of [10] propose to characterize the bit channels of the polar demapper by mutual information (MI). They then replace the polar 10 demapper bit channels by biAWGN surrogate channels and use a GA construction. We call this method the MI demapper GA (MI-DGA) construction; this construction was recently used in [13] . Several polar demappers proposed in the literature, e.g., in the context of bit-interleaved coded modulation (BICM), first calculate bit-wise log-likelihood ratios (LLR), which are then processed as independent. However, the LLRs calculated from the same channel output are dependent. Such demappers are therefore mismatched ('MM') and, as we show in this work, the MI-DGA construction does not work well for them.
In this work, we use the information-theoretic framework of mismatched decoding [14] , [15] . We characterize the polar demapper bit channels by the LM-rate, which is an achievable rate under mismatched decoding. We then model the polar demapper bit channels by biAWGN channels with capacities equal to the LM-rates and use the GA construction. We evaluate this LM-DGA construction for several demappers 978-1-5090-5908-9/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE proposed in literature. The LM-DGA codes have the same performance as the MC codes, see Fig. 1 . For the MM-SP demapper [10, Sec. V.D], the proposed LM-DGA construction is about 2 dB and 1 dB more power efficient than the CGA and the MI-DGA constructions, respectively, see Fig. 10 . For 64-QAM, spectral efficiency 3 bits/s/Hz, and block length 1536 bits, simulation results show that LM-DGA polar codes with cyclic redundancy check (CRC) outer codes and SC list decoding [16] are 1 dB more power efficient than state-of-theart AR4JA [17] low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review PCM. We discuss achievable rates for polar demappers in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present the LM-DGA construction and compare it to the CGA and MI-DGA constructions. Sec. IV-D provides numerical results for PCM with CRC and SC list decoding and compares them to LDPC codes. Sec. V concludes the paper.
II. POLAR-CODED MODULATION

A. Channel Model
Consider memoryless AWGN channels with bipolar amplitude shift keying (ASK) constellations and 2 signal points given by = {±1, ±3, . . . , ±(2 − 1)}.
(1)
The input-output relation of the AWGN channel is
where is the channel input with distribution on , is the channel output and is zero mean Gaussian noise with variance one. The SNR is E[ 2 ]/ 2 . Note that two real ASK symbols are equivalent to one complex quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol.
B. Polar Coding
A binary polar code of block length and dimension is defined by − frozen positions and the polar transform ⊗ log 2 , which denotes the log 2 -fold Kronecker power of
Polar encoding can be represented by where the − frozen positions in are set to predetermined values and where the unfrozen positions contain the information bits. The vector is the code word. Fig. 2 provides a graphical representation of a polar code with = 4. SC decoding estimates the bits 1 2 . . . successively, i.e., the channel output = 1 2 . . . and the estimatesˆ1 . . .â re used to estimate bit +1 . Encoding and decoding can be performed with ( log ) complexity [1, Sec. 5.2.2]. Encoding works as follows. The length vector consisting of information bits and frozen bits is split into vectors 1 , . . . , , which are mapped to vectors = ⊗ log 2 . A polar mapper implements a label function that maps the bits 1 . . . to the th transmitted ASK symbol for = 1, 2, . . . , , i.e., for = 1, . . . , , the output of the th polar transformation is mapped to the th bit level of the labeling function. We define the polar label 
C. Polar Mapper and Demapper
In the following, we will for notational convenience sometimes drop the index and write = 1 . . . to refer to the polar label at a generic time instance.
Decoding works according to the schedule 
The polar demapper displayed in Fig. 4 passes soft-information to the th polar decoder, which returns its estimateˆ. The polar demapper successively calculates
. . . = ( ,ˆ1, . . . ,ˆ( −1) ).
D. Polar Demappers for 8-ASK
We next present three polar demappers for 8-ASK that have been proposed in literature. [18] ˜, which is then mapped to an 8-ASK symbol. We show the label transformation in Table II and 
˜1˜2˜3 is a BRGC. The resulting polar label 1 2 3 is displayed in Table I . Table I . The˜are then combined according to Fig. 5 . The boxplus operation [19, Eq. (11) ] is defined by
The˜, = 1, 2, 3 are calculated from the same channel output and are therefore stochastically dependent. This is ignored by the boxplus operation, which assumes independence. Consequently, we have
where
The MM demapper is therefore mismatched. We discuss achievable rates for mismatched decoding in Sec. III-B.
2) MM-SP Demapper [10, Sec. V.D]: In [10, Sec. V.D], the set partitioning (SP) [20] mapper is proposed for 16-ASK. The corresponding SP mapper for 8-ASK is displayed in Table I . A polar SP label is mapped to a least significant bit (LSB) BRGC, which is then mapped to an 8-ASK symbol. We show the label transformation in Table II and the demapper in Fig. 6 . This demapper is also mismatched.
3) SP Demapper [10, Sec. IV.D]: The SP demapper calculates the soft-information for the polar SP label according to Fig. 7 . The formulas in Fig. 7 imply that the SP demapper is matched.
Remark 1. The SP demapper is equivalent to successively calculating the -values of one 8-ASK bit level, one 4-ASK bit level, and one 2-ASK bit level. The two mismatched demappers first calculate the -values of three 8-ASK bit levels and then calculate in addition the two boxplus operations 1 ⊞ 2 and
( 1 ⊞ 2 ) ⊞ 3 . Consequently, the SP demapper has lower complexity than the mismatched demappers.
III. ACHIEVABLE RATES OF POLAR DEMAPPERS
A. Mutual Information
Mutual information is an achievable rate for reliable communication [21, Sec. 5.6] . Consider a memoryless channel | and a random codebook = { (1), . . . ,
(2 )} with independent and identically distributed entries according to on . The message is uniformly distributed on {1, 2, . . . , 2 }, i.e., the rate is log 2 (2 )/ = bits per channel use. A maximum likelihood (ML) decoder uses | (⋅|⋅) as decoding metric, i.e., the decoder outputŝ
The average error probability Pr( ∕ =ˆ) of the random code ensemble approaches zero for approaching infinity if < I( ; ).
(12)
B. LM-Rate
Using a metric different from | is called mismatched decoding [14] . A mismatched decoder uses a function (⋅, ⋅), called an auxiliary channel, as decoding metric, i.e., the decoder outputŝ = argmax ∈{1,2,...,2 } ∏ =1 ( , ( )).
Define
where , (⋅) = E[ (⋅, ) ( )] is the auxiliary channel output distribution, where ≥ 0, and where : → R is a real-valued function defined on with finite expectation E[ ( )] < ∞. By [14] , the average error probability Pr( ∕ =ˆ) approaches zero for approaching infinity if < R( , , , , ) . Maximizing over , yields the LM-Rate [14] R LM ( , , ) := max , R( , , , , ).
Remark 2. Setting (⋅) = 1 and maximizing over yields the generalized mutual information (GMI) as defined in [22] . 
C. LM-Rate for Polar Demappers
We evaluate the LM-Rate for the metric
where is the demapper output providing soft-information about bit . The LM-rate becomes
we have R LM ( , , q, , ) = I( ; ).
Proof: See the Appendix. We can now estimate an achievable rate
for each bit level = 1, 2, . . . , of a polar demapper.
D. Polar Demapper Achievable Rates for 8-ASK
In Table III , we display the LM-rates at 11.77 dB for the bitchannels created by the MM demapper, the MM-SP demapper, and the SP demapper. The MM-SP and SP demappers polarize more than the MM demapper, and the SP demapper has the greatest sum rate. Note that this qualitatively corresponds to the ordering of the corresponding FER curves in Fig. 1 . For the MM and MM-SP demappers, we also display the MIs of the bit-channels before polar demapping. Both demappers have the same MIs in different order. Note that the bit-channels before polar demapping are much less polarized than after polar demapping. 
IV. CONSTRUCTION BY SURROGATES
A. biAWGN Surrogate Channel
The biAWGN channel is
where 0 = 1 and 1 = −1. We define
where is uniformly distributed on {0, 1}.
B. Gaussian Approximation
The reliability of the bit , = 1, 2, . . . , , can be quantified by the MI I( ;
). We calculate these MIs by recursively calculating the MIs of the basic polar transform displayed in Fig. 8 . For a biAWGN channel, the update rule for the basic polar transform is [8] 
where the -function is
(26) To calculate (26) and its inverse, we use
and
(28) from [9, Eqs. (9),(10)] where 1 = 0.3073, 2 = 0.8935 and 3 = 1.1064.
C. Construction Methods
We discuss three variants of the GA construction for the 8-ASK MM-SP demapper. Fig. 9 shows the MM-SP mapper, the AWGN channel, and the MM-SP demapper. The CGA construction connects˜and˜by a biAWGN channel with noise variance 2 given by 2 : R biAWGN ( 2 ) = I(˜;˜).
(29)
The MI-DGA construction connects and by a biAWGN channel with noise variance 2 : R biAWGN ( 2 ) = I( ; ).
(30) 
In Fig. 10 , we show the FER performance for the three construction methods for the MM-SP demapper. The LM-DGA code performs best and the CGA code performs worst.
D. SC List Decoding
In Fig. 11 , we show results for LM-DGA constructed polar codes combined with 16-CRC and SC list decoding [16] with list size = 32. As references, Shannon's sphere packing bound [23, Eqs. (3) , (17) ] and Gallager's random coding bound [21, Theorem 5.6.2] are also shown. The polar codes with an MM-SP and an SP demapper perform better than an AR4JA LDPC code [17] decoded with 200 full sum-product belief propagation iterations. At FER = 10 −4 , the polar code with SP demapper is 1 dB more power efficient than the LDPC code and is within 0.5 dB of the random coding bound. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We developed an LM-rate demapper Gaussian approximation (LM-DGA) method to construct polar codes for higherorder modulation. We showed that in contrast to GA construction methods previously proposed in the literature, the LM-DGA construction works also for mismatched demappers, i.e., the LM-DGA constructed polar codes have the same performance as codes constructed by MC simulation. With CRC outer codes and list decoding, the LM-DGA polar codes outperform state-of-the-art LDPC codes. An interesting problem for future research are performance guarantees for mismatched demappers. (37)
